
MotibU
Professionals & Jobs Search Engine

with 2 related platforms MotiCV & MotiJobs



MotibU, a search engine powered by 2 SaaS
MotibU is a Professionals & Jobs Search Engine that is powered by 2 independent SaaS: 

→ MotiCV: allows professionals to create their vCard (e.g. merin.moticv.com customizeable into merin.com)

→ MotiJobs: allows companies to create a jobs management system (e.g.pepsi.motijobs.com idem as above) 
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- search engine can be powered by algolia
- MotiCV/jobs DB could communicate to MotibU via 
API (WP REST API) or we could have moticv as 
part of the same DB using MultiSite 
- CVs & Jobs results can be a simple redirection to 
the corresponding profile 



MotiCV
Merin is a professional/candidate who wants to create his vcard on moticv.com he gets to choose between a free plan and premium, the free plan 
allows him to create his vcard with a free vcard theme and once he’s logged in he sees the list of premium themes which he needs to upgrade in 
order to use. we’ll be creating a whole list of value added services via plugins/addons and insert them within the package using the pro sites plugin.
Please register on edublogs.org to see a live example of how sites pro works.but of course we need to offer a nicer user experience preferably front-
end (where the wp console is not visible) or with a customized dashboard. Below is a screenshot of edublogs.org logged in session We also need to 
create link.



MotiJobs
MotiJobs provides companies & recruiting agencies the possibility to manage thei clients, jobs and applications (we need to 
decide whether we need to differentiate between the company user type and the recruiting agency user type because a 
recruiting agency works on behalf of a client and for each client there are specific jobs and applicants) so maybe for 
milestone 1 we ignore the recruiting agency user type and focus only on companies. 

A company creates a profile on motijobs (e.g pepsi.motijobs.com which they can customize the url into pepsijobs.com) then 
the company can add jobs and assign every job to a specific recruiter (user from the company) → the mockups of motibu 
are self-explanatory so it’s a good reference to check them 

The job application process should allow professionals to apply with moticv, linkedin, xing, viadeo… (we don’t need to do 
them all in milestone1) or with a contact form where you can attach docs and input text.

we should also allow companies to import their existing jobs in bulk via csv, xml, json or api (we need to discuss this) + offer 
the possibility to upload their html file with job description

Again we need to seriousely agree on the flow and perhaps differentiate between the company and the recruiting agency 
user type. please check the folder called “Recruiter signed in” in motibu google drive it will give a clear idea of the recruiting 
agency flow with its corresponding agents (there were many missing jpegs in the flow i added some new ones to the folder)



MotibU (½)
MotibU landing page should look like www.habitaclia.com in other terms the search engine should offer multiple type of 
search (see screenshot below) it needs to offer the best possible search experience (that’s why I sugges to use algolia) we’
ve done some mockups if you go to the folder “non registered user session” and look at the different landing page. We need 
to integrate the ESCO multilingual skills list + include basic search (location, keyword) and advanced search



MotibU (2/2)
non-registered users will be able to see results with hidden info (and probably just the listings) and if they click to read more 
then a modal box pops up to say “you need to register in order to view the profile/job)

Membership we need to discuss it, either it could be with credits (per number of viewed profiles) or montly/yearly recurring 
system where you have unlimited access. we might need to set some conditions for example registration requires approval 

I’m also considering making it all free or allowing users to decide whether they want their profile to be public or private (only 
contactable by registered users) in order to use motibu as a value added service for those who join moticv and motijobs 

Regarding the language we can start in english but i would really prefer to have it multilingual ready at least german, italian, 
french, spanish then gradually integrate all the languages included in the ESCO skills DB 

We might need to create a wp plugin for the ESCO skills DB in order to facilitate future integrations, this might even be a full 
time job in itself as the scope on the middle term would be to create a mapping between occupations, skills and 
qualifications (https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/home#modal-one ) so that when a profesional adds his skills there’s 
automatically a mapping that is done between his skills and the corresponding occupations then a matching between the 
occupations and the available vacancies that are based on those occupations. 



Next steps
I think we all agree that the best & fastest approach is to work with the pro sites 
plugin from wpmu dev to create moticv and motijobs +maybe jobs&experts plugin

we need to decide whether moticv & motijobs are powered by multisite using the 
same DB as motibu or if everyone of them should be independant and 
communicate via API to motibu

if we opt for option2 then shall motibu be developed with wp or shall it be done 
with firebase or other, especially since motibu is purely a search engine that offers 
a super user experience we need to make sure that we focus the most suitable 
technology that enriches the user experience. 



Key Plugins to keep in mind
TOP

- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/pro-sites/ 
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/jobs-and-experts/ 
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/domain-mapping/ 
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/global-site-search/
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/multi-db/ (not supported anymore)
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/sitewide-privacy-options-for-wordpress-mu/ (important)
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/multisite-theme-manager/ 

INTERESTING 

- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/wordpress-directory/ 
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/pretty-plugins/ 
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/select-language-at-signup/ 
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/advanced-theme-switcher/ 
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/default-theme/ 
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/signup-code/ 
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/site-categories/ 
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/ad-sharing/ 
- https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/login-redirect/  & https://premium.wpmudev.org/project/logout-redirect/ 


